Invitations Sent 10,000 for Homecoming Ceremonies

The college today sent invitations to 10,000 alumni to take part in the dedication of its new $21,000 library for its 1951 Homecoming Weekend, November 8. President Charles W. Cole of Amherst College will be principal speaker at the dedication ceremony, which will be held in the open air in the library courtyard at noon to accommodate the huge crowd expected to attend.

Exhibits Arranged

Probably the nation's largest college library, since the merger of the Trinity and Winthorpe collections, the library will be dedicated with full academic ceremonies. Special exhibits of the collections are being arranged, and the library will be open for inspection by the public on Sunday afternoon.

The library was given by more than 4000 individuals who contributed to the 125th Anniversary Development Campaign, although the major part of the funds came from the Board of Directors.

Many New Books Available at Library

According to the recently published list, some 2000 new books already are available at the library, subjects as government, history, literature, social science, philosophy, religion, psychology, education, science, technology, and linguistics are now available at the library for public circulation.

In addition, bibliography and reference books are ready for use. Over a dozen biographies have been added including those of such personalities as Lloyd George, Zaraft Ritter, James Hoggan, and Wendell Willkie.

About eighty-five new periodicals have been received, making a total of about 550 periodicals handled. Such an increase was made possible by additional funds set aside for that specific purpose.

This year the library's daily newspaper subscriptions have been increased by 2000 copies of such periodicals as "The Triune," "Tribune," and "New York Times.""

Principal Campaign Issues Debated In Political Forum

By Thomas Ullman

Many of the principal issues of the current presidential campaign were warmly debated at the Political Forum held Thursday in the Chemistry Auditorium. The Forum, sponsored periodically by the Eisenhower and Stevenson clubs, is sponsored by the ROTC Cadet Corps by Alumni Football Captains in honor of the 75th Anniversary of the Intercollegiate Football at Trinity.

Albert Charles Jacobs, who will be the 14th president of the college, was the keynote speaker of the meeting.

TRIPOD Extra Scoops All In Naming New President

The Tripod issued a one-page extra this morning announcing the appointment of Albert C. Jacobs as new president of the college. The announcement was accompanied by the official announcement of the appointment in the press throughout the country.

IVY Sponsera Prize Photo Competition

This year the Ivy will sponsor a photo competition. The winning entry will be chosen from over a thousand entries submitted to the 125th Anniversary Development Campaign.

The competition is open to students and alumni and the winning entry will be announced with the Ivy. The competition is open to students and alumni.

Local Hatfield, Louisa Taft, Thomas Rittner, James Hackett, David Roberts, and late George H. Hadwin, Trinity alumns and friends for the dedication of its library.

The Ivy also still has a few vacancies in the enlarged Art Department; those interested in this facet of your work should see the editor, John B. Scudder.

Politics and Trinity

See Editorials, Page 2

New Prexy Active In Many Groups

President-Elect Dr. Albert C. Jacobs is a member of a number of organizations and clubs. Among those that he belongs to at the present time are Lincoln's Inn of London, Sons of the American Revolution, Phi Beta Kappa, Pi Epsilon, Phi Beta Delta (a national fraternity), 1952 Awards Jury Chairman for President Foundation, Denver Planning Board, Rotary Club of Denver, National Commission on Accrediting representing the Association of Urban Universities, and he is the director of the Denver Community Chest.

Dr. Jacobs was also the president of the Men's Faculty of Columbia from 1944 to 1949, and a member of the Columbia University Club. He is the chairman of the Domestic Relations Committee, chairman of the board, the board of the Board of Trustees, and the board of the Trustees of the Denver Community Chest.

Dr. Jacobs was also the president of the Men's Faculty of Columbia from 1944 to 1949, and a member of the Columbia University Club. He is the chairman of the Domestic Relations Committee, chairman of the board, the board of the Board of Trustees, and the board of the Trustees of the Denver Community Chest.

A prominent Episcopal layman, he is on the vestry of St. John's Cathedral, Denver, and a former member of the Board of Religious Education of the Diocese of New York and the chairman of the Commission on College Work. A Republican, he is also among those supporting Eisenhower.

As an author, he collaborated with Robert C. Angell to write A Research on Family Law in 1949, and with Julius Geib, Cases and Materials on Domestic Relations (1935, 1939, 1952). He also wrote for the Ames of Pial Upham in 1941, and was the Editor of the Diamond of Pial Upham from 1919 to 1939. For two years he has re-ceived awards from Freedom Foundation for commencement addresses.

Enrollment Here Hits New Record Total

Trinity has set a new high in student enrollment this fall, it was reported today by Dean Clarke. A total of 925 day students and 250 evening students are attending classes.

The number of veterans attending Trinity has slowly been increasing, with a total of 251 day students and 54 evening students who have been attending classes.

Of those students registered in the evening school, 201 are doing graduate and 34 are doing undergraduate work, according to Professor Robert M. Vogel, director.

The freshman class was enrolled at 249 as compared with 290 last fall, but the grand total, including the Division, has increased from 1145 in the fall of 1951 to 2860 this year, which represents a one family member to every 18.5 students. There are 22 evening instructors, teaching one or two courses each.
In these columns two weeks ago, we initiated the P. E. Department for its policy of selling $2.00 Reserved Seats to students with dates. Since then, we have talked with Ray Ousing, and the main points of agreement of the editorial student, paying all in the reserved section and, arriving late, being relegated to the General Admission section, has been straightened out. Mr. Ousing also feels that the long search for the difference between a general admission and a reserved seat ticket if the student cannot find a place in the reserved section.

The political situation has stirred up with many peripheral concerns in the P. E. picture, and these underlay the anxiety about the political climate. We did not mention that the Academic Advisory Council, a body equal in representation between students, faculty, and alumni, has the final word in determining athletic policies. Considering the situation further, we believe that there have been a fairly creditable job in the settling situation except for the one mentioned flaw that has now been amended.

**Politics and Trinity**

The thing that is on the minds of most Americans today is the coming election. At Trinity, however, not much was talked about the relative merits of the candidates, Stevenson and Eisenhower, except for distribution of campaign literature by the two partisan organizations, until last Thursday night. Under the sponsorship of the Students for Stevenson and the Students for Eisenhower a political forum was held with many peripheral concerns in the P. E. picture, and these underlay the anxiety about the political climate. We did not mention that the Academic Advisory Council, a body equal in representation between students, faculty, and alumni, has the final word in determining athletic policies. Considering the situation further, we believe that there have been a fairly creditable job in the settling situation except for the one mentioned flaw that has now been amended.

**Politics and Trinity**

The thing that is on the minds of most Americans today is the coming election. At Trinity, however, not much was talked about the relative merits of the candidates, Stevenson and Eisenhower, except for distribution of campaign literature by the two partisan organizations, until last Thursday night. Under the sponsorship of the Students for Stevenson and the Students for Eisenhower a political forum was held with many peripheral concerns in the P. E. picture, and these underlay the anxiety about the political climate. We did not mention that the Academic Advisory Council, a body equal in representation between students, faculty, and alumni, has the final word in determining athletic policies. Considering the situation further, we believe that there have been a fairly creditable job in the settling situation except for the one mentioned flaw that has now been amended.

**Letters to the Editor**

As an Independent student for Stevenson, I should like to have the Republicans on this campus or anywhere else answer the following questions:

1. Why is it that General Eisenhower repeatedly takes a as a Gospel the bad candidature of his many advisers, particularly those of such strong isolationist character as his many on both sides, being a good man to have in the Chief Executive's cabinet?

2. How can the General honestly support Senator Jenner and McCarthy after having denounced the United States for some oversteps of its highhandedness, particularly those of such strong isolationist character as his many, in the chief Executive's cabinet?

3. How can the General crusade against corruption by only saying, "if President if he is not honest, he is crooked"? Can Eisenhower or any one man stop corruption in the government in which both parties share without a positive program, either for cutting down the size of Washington's bureaucracy or by some other definite plan for streamlining? Eisenhower has only dealt in generalities.

4. Will the General go over to the Taft's group isolationist foreign policies, as he has recently indicated, and help the Truman policies which he supported in the past?

5. Will the General's military background and training influence his judgment of government expenditures or other policies?

6. In fact, is it not true that Eisenhower is an army who fought the fancy of the public for a shot while and really does not have the political experience and ability of a politician?

If these questions can be satisfactorily answered, many doubt in many people's minds could be allayed.

**AN INVITATION...**

Mr. Raymond C. Parrett, President of the Senate.

Dear Ray:

I am writing to extend to you, and through you to the student body, an invitation to attend the Library Dedication ceremony in the Library courtyard on Saturday, November 8, at 11 a.m. Dr. Charles W. Cole, President of Amherst College, will be the principal speaker on that day.

This letter brings a cordial welcome to the exercises. I hope that you and as many others as possible will be able to attend the dedication of your Library. Your weekend guests are invited too, of course.

Sincerely yours,

Donald B. Reagle, Librarian.
Naylor Explains New System Of Language Instruction

Correct Pronunciation Is Stressed; Recordings Used

By Dr. Lewis H. Naylor

Professor of Romance Languages

Laboratory work in modern languages is at last a reality at Trinity College. Students enrolling in the初级和secondary courses in French, German, Italian, Spanish and Latin are given the latest in pronunciations from taped recordings. The instructor at the outset of the elementary course students is primarily interested in the teacher's errors, and with these errors the student progresses.

After the acquisition of the fundamental sounds, the student progresses to the instructor. At the outset of the elementary course students are patiently tutored by the instructor in the proper pronunciation of vowels and consonants, simply and in combination. Each student is then ready to make a short recording of the sounds which he has been studying, and through the realization of his errors when he hears his own voice he can rapidly learn to correct these errors.

"Aural Comprehension"

Practically every student suffered from niche fright during his first recording, but by now he accommodates to speaking into the microphone. From the outset, instructors emphasize the importance of "aural comprehension", the lectures then turn to understanding a language when it is spoken, by tests designed to ascertain whether the students can differentiate the sounds of the foreign language, simply and in combination.

After the acquisition of the fundamental sounds, the student progresses to the instructor. At the outset of the elementary course students are patiently tutored by the instructor in the proper pronunciation of vowels and consonants, simply and in combination. Each student is then ready to make a short recording of the sounds which he has been studying, and through the realization of his errors when he hears his own voice he can rapidly learn to correct these errors.

WRTC May Head Collegiate Network

A strong possibility now exists that WRTC may head a five or six station radio network of various colleges in New England.

The proposed network would carry special programs of WRTC to other college stations via broadcast lines, as in other radio networks. It would probably operate during approximately one or two hours a day.

At the present time, WRTC is negotiating with three sponsors who have expressed a strong interest in the idea.

The idea of the network, already named "The Connecticut Valley Network," is not new. However, it was not until this year that WRTC had the equipment and the sponsor to follow the plan through.

The chairman of CVN, John Campbell, announced that he hopes to have the network in operation within two or three months. With WRTC's new equipment it is now possible to broadcast one program over the network and another over the college radio station at the same time.

Bogoslofski Receives Air Force Medal at Ceremony

Bernard H. Bogoslofski, Cadet Colonel of the Trinity Air Force ROTC unit was decorated with the Air Force Association Medal, at Chapel ceremonies Monday afternoon.

At the same ceremony, one hundred Trinity students were appointed as cadet officers and non-commissioned officers in the third annual commissioning of rank ceremony.

Major George Frederick G. Reitboeck, Connecticut State Adjutant General, and Dean Hughes delivered addresses to the 560 cadets who were assembled, and the cadet officers were presented with their Cadet commissions by Lieutenant Colonel Phillip G. Hallum, Commander of the Trinity unit.

Leumordomat Functioning Well in Cook Basement

As a result of the request put to the Senate last year, an automatic laundry has been installed on campus.

Headed by Rick Parsons and Joe Wellenberger, the laundry fast quality service, reasonable prices, and is planned to be a convenience to all students on campus. It is now possible to have eight pounds of laundry done for you during an afternoon or evening for the low price of 60c.

Located in the basement of Cook, the five washers, three dryers, and an extractor are kept busy washing with each day's wash.

Naval Reserve Plan Explained on Mon.

Lieutenant Henry A. Tischman and Chief Edward Girard, representatives of the Hartford branch of the Third Naval District, explained details of the Naval Reserve program to an informal group of students on Monday night.

Commissions are available to Naval Reservists through two regular channels. First, college men are eligible to apply for the Reserve Officers Candidate Program. Men selected for this program spend two six-week periods during consecutive summers at the California R.O.C. School and receive an Ensign rating at graduation from college. Second, outstanding men in the Reserve are eligible for appointments to the Naval Academy at Annapolis. Those appointments are based purely on competitive exams and are not contingent on political appointments.

Active reservists maintain this status for a period of six years unless they are called by their draft boards for active duty. In this case, naval duty as an enlisted man is almost a certainty. Reservists meet one night a week for the full year, temporary transfers to other units being readily available for summers and vacations. Uniforms are supplied and a base payment of $2.67 is made for each weekly meeting.

Students interested in this program should contact Chief Girard at 90 Church Street for further details.

New President

New President-elet Jacobs is shown in the library of his home with his younger daughter, Sarah.

President-elect Jacobs is shown in the library of his home with his younger daughter, Sarah.

Test CAMELS for 30 days

for Mildness and Flavor

CAMELS are America's most popular cigarette. To find out why, test them as your steady smoke. Smoke only CAMELS for thirty days. See how rich and flavorful they are — pack after pack! See how mild CAMELS are — week after week!
Bantams to Face Middlebury Saturday; Losers to Wes Have Defensive Attack

The Hilltoppers end their current road trip this Saturday on the Middlebury gridiron in the Green Mountain state. Middlebury has a credible record thus far of 2 wins and 1 loss, and in their most recent encounter last Saturday they outplayed Tufts 26 to 20.

Six Formations

The Panthers have a very effective attack lead by John Zabroski, Lolly Myers, and Terry Phillips. Their secret weapon seems to be deception rather than speed and they have a total of six running formations from both a T and a single wing. One of them leaves only one man on one side of the center with five men on the other side. The formations were called off with such precision that Tufts defense could not always adjust itself in time. The Panthers are stronger on the ground than in the air.

Lost to Wes

Middlebury can also be considered strong on the defense, especially on the ground, but against Wesleyan the Cardinals found the weakness in the Panther aerial defense and scored three touchdowns on long passes of 20 or more yards.

Intramurals This Week

Football: Tuesday—AT vs. Jarvis South SN vs. TA, Wednesday—DF vs. North D1C vs. Jarvis North, Thursday—AT vs. AXP Jarvis South vs. Brownell, Friday—DF vs. DBI Northward vs. PuU

Tennis: Tuesday—DF vs. North IKE vs. Jarvis North, Wednesday—AT vs. Jarvis South SN vs. TA, Thursday—Northward vs. PuU Jarvis North vs. TX DF vs. DBI, Friday—Jarvis South vs. Brownell TA vs. AXP AT vs. AXP.

Bootsers Score 3rd Straight 4-0 Win, Over Tufts: Lunt Scores Two, MacKenzie Stars in Back Line

The sorcer team surged its way to the top of the New England Intercollegiate Soccer Conference last Saturday when the booters scored their third consecutive shutout of the season, crushing a game but outclassed Tufts eleven, 4-0. This is also the third time that Trinity has won by that identical score. The Bantams have now netted a total of twelve tally’s to their opponents seven, thus placing ahead of Dartmouth, which though also uncommitted in three contests, has been scored upon. The Hilltoppers are now the first target of all their coming opponents, and every team on the schedule will be trying to spoil their signal successful record.

MacKenzie Stars

The defense was really the outstanding part of the game, the full backs and halfs putting on a sterling performance in keeping goali e Ed Smith from getting any chances to make saves. Tufts showed definite scoring ability but was consistently thwarted by fullbacks Snake MacKenzie and Dick Marshall, Marshall back in the line-up after a legged played an elegant game on the right side. The best performance on the Trinity side was turned in by left full MacKenzie. “Snake” turned in the top performance of his career, and Lunt said that his play in the Tufts game alone would entitle him to the All-Western honors. Consistently Dave turned back Tufts scoring attempts with inspired balding and honest desperate kicks. Their were few points during the game when Trinity was not in control of the ball.

A fine example of the spirit animating this soccer club was shown by right half Art O’Connell, who though hurt in the first period, returned in the second quarter to play the remainder of the game, and help fashion the victory.

Winston-Salem Twice

The left side of the line accounted for the defeat in the Tufts encounter, led by talented left wing George Lunt. Lunt finally lived up to his pre-season form, and broke through for two tallies in the final quarter. Pete Carlogh brought his team and conference-leading total to five, scoring one goal through Tufts net-tender Gravaille, and Neil Mutchler, who hasn’t missed a penalty kick in three years of playing at Trinity, kept his record intact and scored once. Nevertheless, Coach Roy Boy was disappointed with the showing of the forward line, and stated that they are not scoring as much as they should, and are missing many scoring opportunities.

This week-end the booters journey up to the University of Massachusetts where they will face their first real test. Last week the boys from the Bay State tied Amherst 2-2, and they have beaten Worcester Tech 8-0.
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Colby Stops Bantam 13-6, End Streak; Gridders Topped in 2nd Half
By Ted Oxlton

As happened two years ago, Colby proved itself ample enough to snuff out Trim's bid for an undefeated season. On Saturday afternoon, Waterville, Trailing 6 to 0 for three quarters, the Mules eked twice in the final period in an effort to keep the score to 13-6.

Fourth Period Delirium
The roof began to leak when the frame of 13-6 was 6 minutes old, as the Mules drove over from their 20. Trim. 26. From three Charlie Windhorst dodged his way to the end zone on an off-tackle trap, with a 10-yard gain, for his 3 consecutive first downs in the 12-yard line, his 8-yard effort being placed bit this mark. Three minutes after this TD the entire roof caved in. From the Colby 45, Main quarterback Urban Carter unfurled a spectator aerial which bolted for 40 yards before Bill Fraktman gathered it in safely. One play later the same Mr. Windhorst found his way around the left end and made it all the way to the end zone.

Last Attack Fails
With the score now 13 to 6 in favor of the home team Jim Logan took the air. His second pass, however, was intercepted by Roy Billington who raced all the way from the Colby 45 to the visitor's 18. A brilliant Bat­

man defense halted the Mules at the 12 yard line this mark, but only 2 minutes remaining the Bantam's only attempt to penetrate the end zone.

DelMaStro Stands Out On Gridiron; Plays Both Offense and Defense
By Joe Koulis
In 1951 Trinity boasted a strong backfield, which included such standouts as Bill McCall. Billy Vibert and Umberto "Hum" DelMaStro. At the age of 21, 5'7, 165 pounder, the Hartford boy, is the only one of this group to return for the 1952 grid campaign.

Hum's value to this year's squad is unlimited. Ask coach Dan Jean what just he thinks of DelMaStro, and he'll tell you that Hum's a great running back who can do just about everything. He can run, receive or kick as well as anyone could possibly expect him to—last season's statistics prove as much. That year DelMaStro gained a total of 785 yards on 153 carries, for a rushing average of 60 yards per carry. Aside from his running, DelMaStro's passing efforts brought him home in 37 yards during that same season. The Hartford "powerhouse" also scored eleven touchdowns during the same campaign, to give him another individual record for the past four years.

Watching Hum in action is a pleasing sight indeed. His every maneuverability for finding his hole and is well adapted for broken field running. When DelMaStro is on the run, it usually takes one or two opposing players to pull him down. With his 5 feet 7 inches and 155 pounds, he is truly a problem to the ordinary tackle. This year, Jeases is relying upon Hum's ability for double duty work. On the offense he holds down the fullback position, while shifting to left half on the defensive unit.

DelMaStro is definitely a probable-ball-player, and with a team as this in depth as the Hilltoppers, his place in an essential role in the lineup of 1952 Jeases born.
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Our dark horse candidate for All-America honors in football, Jack Scharb, is making us look quite prescient. He starred in Maryland's 28-7 drubbing of Navy last week-end, throwing two TD passes and playing an outstanding game all around. Notre Dame, however, let us down, losing to Pitt. Our Michigan State and Maryland predictions still hold, but General Neyland's Tennessee powerhouse now looks like it may challenge them. What the Vols did to Alabama is a crime.

CORINTHIAN YACHT CLUB 5th in Charles River Regatta

A four-man contingent of the Trini­

tian Corinthian Yacht Club entered into 4 over to M.T.T. last week and fin­

ished fourth, in the Regimented Class, in a field of eight clubs. M.T.T. and Har­

vard battled it out for top honors. Three races were run, the third being over­

the home course for both schools. However, the Big Red, with DelMaStro, and the quartet from Williams and Trim­

rured it to the wire, while the Ephi­

son triumphed. Bringing up the rear were Yale and Holy Cross.

Charles River Choppy

It turned out a rough and stormy day, and the choppy Charles River did not aid in keeping the sailors at their stations, as a bit of Charles River water kept the gridders off the course for the big test. Colby's forces go to Middleton this week to face a team which won games and lost one. On returning to Trinity Field they tangle with a very strong Coast Guard outfit, which is vying for small-college honors. However, last week, Amherst ended a string of 12 victories which the Cadets had rolled up. Following the Cadets since the Bantams close their home season with the aforementioned Lord Jeffs. The Jeff's beat Coast Guard with a 27 point uprising in the second half.

THE TRINITY TRIPOD
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Comments

By Bill Dubroff

Well, after three weeks of high hopes, Trinity's football equivalent of the South Sea Bubbles burst big, tough Colby side fought the game but weary Bantams into the ground, and came off the field with a 34-0 victory over the Hilltoppers. Dr. E. E. Lishken was wrong, and the prophets of doom were right. Lack of depth, evident in the Tafts en­

counter, told the story in the squad's first defeat—Colby power were down the first time and the Mules were not out of it, holding down the big man from Maine.

However, a ray of light gleams forth through the gloom of gridiron defeat. The secour team won its third straight game last Saturday, while the gridders were having their unblemished record blanched, and whipped Tufts 4-0. The musing booters appear, at this writing, to be just about the class of the east, with the big test expected on November 8, in the Amherst encounter. The workhorse of the team thus far has been Pete Carluvio, who has evolved plenty of scoring power from his right wing position. Thus far in the campaign he has scored five goals, for an average of 1.67 points per game. George Lunt, sophomores and left wing, and Neil Matchler, captain and inside left, are right behind him in the scoring totals, and Matchler, of course, is the standout as playmaker and "solid man" on the forward wall.

The defense, too, comes in for its share of the credit, as shown by the fact that the Bantam goal has not yet been created by an opponent. Snake MacKenzie was especially outstanding in the fullback line last Sat­

urday, and posi Ed Smith has turned in consistently fine performances. With the Eastern Championship in sight, the team's confidence is high.

Our dark horse candidate for All-America honors in football, Jack Scharb, is making us look quite prescient. He starred in Maryland's 28-7 drubbing of Navy last week-end, throwing two TD passes and playing an outstanding game all around. Notre Dame, however, let us down, losing to Pitt. Our Michigan State and Maryland predictions still hold, but General Neyland's Tennessee powerhouse now looks like it may challenge them. What the Vols did to Alabama is a crime.
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Holland States Years Plan To Senate; Thanks Students

Mr. Albert E. Holland was great a pleasure to welcome into the Senate Monday night to thank the student body for its aid in his admissions program in the past year.

Mr. Holland stated that, including the number of over 750 men who were admitted, 125 were recommended by Trinity students. Among the present freshman class, 54, or 44%, were Trinity students as recommended. He also stated that the number of college applicants generally dropped last year, the number applying to Trinity being 14,000 per 10 percent over the previous year.

Plans for Freshmen

Outline this period of the rotary, the Secretary of Admissions announced that the college intends to admit a freshman class of 235 of next year, including 175 resident students and 60 of dormitory accommodations for the first time.

Mr. Holland will tour senior dormitories in New York City and New Jersey following that time, and will tour the foreign part of the states, to see the schools in the absence of Trinity alumni clubs. He also said that, in the absence of Trinity Alumni Club in New York, a group of small colleges, whose alumni groups are too small to form separate clubs, are pursuing the establishment of a joint club in New York.

Library Hours

The Senate committee investigating the possibility of extending library hours reported that although two solutions have been suggested, no decision will be made until investigation is completed. After a meeting with Donald Engle, the possibilities of opening the library open until 12:30 P.M. during the two weeks before summer vacation and of leaving the reading room open until 11:00 on summer evenings will be considered.

Sophomores, Billed

Dean noted that the second semester of the college will be billed for damage to dormitory rooms during the last year. After meeting with Property Manager and members of the Senate, Dean stated that a number of houses reported that $1,000 of damage was caused in the last couple of weeks, and that the bill will be no more than $800 each.

In conclusion, it was advocated by the Hartford Fire Department, Senate will request fraternity houses to cooperate with the volunteer fire department here.

Holland Opens Radio Fundamentals Course

The new addition to the college's curriculum was presented to eleven students Thursday evening in a seminar room of the new library.

Radio Announcing Fundamentals, something new in the way of courses, was opened by Robert Bacon an instructor at station WTRC, home in Hartford.

Radio Announcing Fundamentals studies radio and microphone techniques. The progressive touch on news presentation, commercials, production, and personal interviews, as well as the approach to commercials will be offered.

Arrangements for the non-credit course were made by Mr. John Rutledge of the Placement Office. Mr. Bacon, one of the younger members of the personnel of the WTRC staff was formerly Station Manager of WTRC. He graduated with the class of 1950.

Since the course is geared for those interested in going into radio as a career, only those men who are members of the WTRC staff were accepted for enrollment. Members of the faculty are the following: Thomas Bolger, Peter Campbell, and William S. Joliffe, Orien Mardell, William Veale, Robert Osborne, Richard Pearson, William Allsbrooke, and John Wilmer.

Language Labs

(Continued from page 3)

Legal Authority

Dr. Jordan stated that several important contributions in legal publications and has edited the alumni magazine of his fraternity, Phi Iota Alpha. He is a member of the editorial board for the University of Colorado, Columbia University and Harvard University.

In conclusion, Dr. Jordan advised that the number applying to Trinity is increasing rapidly, and that the administration is looking forward to the future with optimism.

School of Law

The School of Law is accredited by the American Bar Association and is the only four-year undergraduate program in Connecticut. It offers courses in international law, environmental law, and taxation.

Campus Theater to Open Friday Night

Pandora and the Flying Dutchman will open the fall season of the Campus Theater Friday evening at 7:30 in the Chemistry Auditorium.

This year as in the past the Theater is under the sponsorship of the Cortland Yacht Club, which plans to bring in the campus the best of current and former motion pictures. Full-month films will be shown at 7:30 on Friday evenings, without conflict in the school schedule.

The price of admission will be fifty cents. On occasion, double feature shows with cartoons will be presented. At other times, a single feature plus cartoons and selected shorts will be given.

In addition to Friday night's main picture, co-starring Ava Gardner and James Mason, will be other M-G-M selections. Included on the program will be "Pete Smith" Specialty Shorts and M-G-M's cartoon, "Sillyputz Pat."